overflow being absorbed with cotton-wool so as not to contaminate the adjoining skin. As mustard gas readily dissolves in liquid paraffin it will wash away all the poison from the conjunctival sac. A drop of cod-liver oil or, better still, codliver oil irradiated with ultra-violet rays, possessing an even higher bactericidal power (see Lancet, 1939 Lancet, , 2, 1023 , should be instilled every hour into the eye for twelve hours.
I am confident that this method would better julstify "the hope of mitigating the damage to the eye" than flushing it with plain water (which dissolves mustard gas less than 1 in 100) as indicated in the official handbook.-1 am, etc., Edinblrl-gh, Dec. 15.
M. IACHTENSTEIN.
Tuberculosis in the Last War SIR, In your leading article in the Joilurnial of December 16 (p. 1191) upon public health in war time the view is expressed that on balance it wouLld almost seem that a state of warapart from its hideous toll of young male life-may have a hygienic value for a community." Among statistics adduced in support of this astonishing statement are those for tuberculosis from 1913 to 1919. " Tuberctulosis," it is asserted, "notably declined during the war. In 1913 the new cases of tuberculosis had numbered 117,000, but they never reached the six-figure level again, and in the first year after the war thev were down to 77.000." Now, apart from the fact that 1913 was the first year in which notification of all forms of tuberculosis became compulsory in this country-with the consequence that the figure was swollen by arrears and therefore partly fictitious notification figures are not generally accepted as providing an adequate estimate of trends of tuberculosis. As pointed out by Sir Arthur MacNalty, "The mortality figures are a much more trustworthy guide, and in almost all cases the incidence of the disease has had to be measured by its death rate."
Up to 1914 the death rate from tuberculosis in England and Wales for all ages taken together had been steadily declining, but during the war the decrease gave place to a material increase in mortality, the decrease being resumed after the termination of hostilities. Over the decade that included the war period the standardized death rates per 100,000 living were: 1911, 146; 1912, 136; 1913, 134; 1914, 135; 1915, 144; 1916. 142; 1917, 148; 1918, 154; 1919, 123; 1920, 112 . The total deaths from tuberculosis during the years 1914-18 were 20.000 to 25,000 in excess of those expected on the assumption that the 1913 death rate had been continued throuLghout. The war-time rise particularly affected young women, whose mortality from pulmonary tuberculosis reached in 1918 a figure as high as it had been abouit 1890.
The increase in tuberculosis during the last war involved most of the belligerents and also some neutrals. such as Holland and Switzerland. and a considerable literature has arisen on the subject. The worst effects were in Germany and Austria (to which attention was drawn in an editorial of this JourOn/6al), where the food restrictions were the most extreme.
It has been estimated that Germany lost an extra 280,000 civilian lives from tuberculosis as a result of the war and sLibsequent economic depression ; this works OuLt as one person for every ten fatal military casuLalties. The increased mortalityr both in belligerent and in neutral coulntries was mainly among the civilian popuLlation, and was greater among women than among men. The worst year of all was 1918, and there was a great fall in most countries when peace was restored.
In the report of the Chief Medical Officer of -the Ministry of Health for 1920 the cauLses to which the increase in tuberculosis mortality dul-ing the war were generally ascribed wvere stated to include underfeeding or lack of particlakir foodstuffs. greater industrial emplo\ ncnt of women, and the gnerielal oLutbreak of influenza-to which possible causes must be added overcrowding duLe to shortage of fuel. What is the outlook for the present war'? An American authority has suggested that i all in all, it is a foregone conclusion that the excellent record of diminishing death rates that has characterized the last few decades will suffer a serious setback in the warring countries dLuring the current and impending strluggle, even if we are spared so devastating a visitation as the illflLenza pandemic of 1918--19." ILet us hope that this prognostication will not be fulfilled, and that the serious attention being devoted to the problem of tuLberculosis in war time will avert the increases that in fact occuLrred duLring the years 1914--18. first-aid party stationsis a necessary condition for the efficient working of the treatment scheme. Concerning training, we have fouLnd it desir-able to establish, so far as possible, a uniform course for the personnel at the first-aid posts, consisting of lectuLres in first aid, in the medical treatment of gas castualties, and in the theory and practice of nursing. These lectures are given in a central depot, to which the nurses are brought. for onie and a half to two hours each weekday. Exercises are also held at the posts in which the first-aid parties and the ambuLlance section take part, and casualties of various types are treated and decontaminated. Volunteers are notified when exercises are to be held, and are encouraged to take part in the work of dressing, undressing, decontamination, and in the supervising of patients in the rest rooms. The presence of the medical officer attached to the post at these exercises helps considerably in convincing the volunteers that they themselves have a part to play in the scheme.
It is a question as yet unsolved whether it is advisable to depend on volunteers for the majority of the work done in the posts. The response to this need must vary from place to place, depending on the social responsibility of the population, their educational level, and also on the congestion of the area. It would seem that a trained nuirse is necessar, perhaps all the time, or, if this is not possible, for her to be within call in case of emergency. ContinuLos staffing, even oln a small scale, wouild seem to be a necessity, and this could be implemented by further auixiliaries or Volunteers when a raid occuLrred. It is inconceivable that a first-aid post couLld be closed for days or weeks and reopened at ar >our's notice so as to be in a condition for duity. The nmobile units in urban areas are intended to sLupplement posts already in being, and where they are ca-lled upon to occupy separate buildings these are in addition to the permanent first-aid posts at work.
It is undesirable for-medical officers to accompany first-aid party personnel to decide the disposal of casualties on the streets; they ar-e needed in the hospitals and the posts. TFhe first-aid men on the streets may not be at suLch a disadvantage in deciding where to send casuLalties. They are provided with powerftll battery lamps, and should be able to decide whether a patient may be assigned in the first place to the categories of walking wounded ' or stretcher case.' They are instrutcted that the formner compr-ises cases of skin contaminations, abrasions, contusions, minor lacerations and haernorrhages,
